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• 132 Character Cards
• 60 Swatch Cards in 15 Colors
• Swatch Card Tray
• These Rules
“Why do two colors, put one next to the
other, sing? Can one really explain this?”
—Pablo Picasso
When we are children, there is a feeling
of wonder and accomplishment that
comes from visual recognition, being
able to identify someone or something
with just a look. Pantone™: The Game
recaptures this feeling in a competitive
and fun game in which players try to
recognize famous characters who are
represented
only
by
abstract
arrangements of colors.

OVERVIEW
In Pantone™: The Game, you’ll use colors
to create representations of Characters
from pop culture and beyond. The colors
are inspired by Pantone™, the world’s
leading color expert.

BASIC RULES OF PLAY

Did you know that humans are able to
identify things by color faster than by
shape? They can even recognize people by
abstract representations faster than by
photographs! Amazing! So, even if you
aren’t artistically inclined, using the correct
colors will often be the most important
factor. Here is an example:

Phases
Pantone™: The Game is played over
three phases. As the game progresses,
Character creation gets more challenging!

Do you recognize this
brown blob? If not,
here’s a hint: “Toy.”
Character Cards have
hints on them that the
Artist will give to players
if no one guesses
correctly. Even if you
don’t think the colors
look
like
anything,
someone still might identify it with a single
clue. Still don’t have it? Hint #2 is
“Detachable.” Hopefully, that’s enough to
figure it out! (Answer at bottom of page.)

• In the Second Phase, the Artist can
only use one (1) of each Swatch Card
color to create their Character.

SETUP
First Game Setup: Place all four (4) copies
of a Swatch Card of a particular color in an
individual angled slot of the Swatch Card
Tray. Repeat this for each different set of
colored Swatch Cards (15 colors total)
until each angled slot in the Swatch Card
Tray has four (4) Swatch Cards of the same
color in it. Pretty, isn’t it? There is even a
place to put all the Character Cards.

When you are the Artist, you’ll choose one
of your Character Cards and then design a
representation of that Character using
only color swatches. Arrange your Swatch
Cards in a way that will make it easy for
other players to identify the Character.
When someone guesses your creation,
you both score points!

Every Game Setup: The player who has
most recently painted is the first Artist.
That player shuffles the Characters Cards
and deals four (4) to each player, including
themselves. Discard one (1) of these
cards—either a Character you might not
know or one that you think is too hard to
represent—and place the remaining three
cards in your hand. You may look at them,
but keep them hidden from the other
players in the game!

Play occurs over three phases, each one
more challenging for the Artist. Once
everyone has been the Artist three times,
the player with the highest score wins!

Note: Track points with a sheet of paper and
pencil or you can use some sort of tokens, such
as loose change. You can track the time using a
one-minute sand timer or a watch (not included).

• In the First Phase, the Artist can use
ALL of the Swatch Cards to create
their Character.

• In the Third Phase, the Artist can only
use three (3) Swatch Cards TOTAL,
regardless of color.
Step 1: The Artist chooses one (1) of the
three (3) Character Cards in their hand
and places the other two (2) Character
Cards to the side face down, as they will
not be used during this phase. The
chosen Character Card is kept secret
from the other players, placed face down
in front of them. The Artist can reference
this Character Card at any time.
Step 2: The Artist starts a one (1) minute
timer and uses Swatch Cards to create a
representation of the Character Card
chosen in Step 1. You may stop before
the time is up, but must stop after one (1)
minute.
Note: After time has expired or the Artist has
finished creating the representation of the
Character out of Swatch Cards, they cannot
change it in any way. They also may not
speak or give any hints to the other players.

Step 3: Each other player gets one (1)
guess. Starting with the player to the left of
the Artist, each player gets five (5) seconds
to try to guess the Character. If that player
cannot guess the Character the Artist
created, or incorrectly guesses, the next
player to their left gets a turn to guess.
Note: There is no penalty for a wrong guess on
your turn, so guess away! It is also acceptable
to say “pass” if you are stumped.
Mr. Potato Head

THE GAME

IDENTIFICATION THROUGH COLORS

This continues in clockwise fashion until
each non-Artist player has had one (1)
chance to guess the Character.
Warning!: If you make a guess while it is
not your turn, you immediately lose one (1)
point. If your guess is correct, the Artist
still scores their points.
If none of the players correctly guess the
Character during the No Hint round, the
Artist gives the first hint on their Character
Card. After the Artist provides Hint #1,
each other player gets another five (5)
second turn to try to guess the Character.
This continues until a player correctly
guesses the Character or the players fail
to guess the Character even after the
Artist gives the fourth and final hint on
their Character Card.
Points: BOTH the
Artist and the player
who correctly guesses
the Character receive
points based on which
round it is. If no one
guesses correctly, no
points are scored by
any player, including
the Artist.
End of Artist's Turn: After points are scored,
the Artist places the Character Card they
just used back into the box, so it isn’t used
again this game. If you are the Artist, pick up
your two (2) unused Character Cards and
and choose one (1) for the next phase (when
you will be the Artist again).
The player to the left of the previous
Artist becomes the new Artist and
receives the Swatch Card Tray. The
previous phase’s Artist becomes a
regular player and guesses on other
Artists’ creations until they become the
Artist again.
Once every player has had a chance to be
the Artist, it’s on to the next phase!
Remember: The Character creation
requirements for the Artist change every
phase, as the difficulty gradually increases.

The game ends when every player has
created a Character three times.

WINNING THE GAME

•

Renaissance: Play until a set number
of points has been earned. We suggest
20 for this mode, but you can set the
goal score as high as you’d like!

The player who has the highest score
after all players have been the Artist
three times is the winner!

TEAM RULES
Split the players into two equal teams.
You win or lose as a team. A single Artist
is chosen randomly at the beginning of
the game and they receive the Swatch
Card Tray as normal.
Step 1 and 2 remain the same during
each phase, but Step 3 changes slightly
from the Basic Rules of Play. A team
gets only one guess each round. The
players on the Artist’s team try to guess
the Artist’s Character Card first. If their
single guess is wrong, the opposing
team has a chance to make a single
guess. If the opposing team does not
guess the Character correctly, the game
proceeds to the Hint #1 round.
Guesses and hints continue in this
pattern until one team guesses correctly
or both teams are unable to guess the
Character during the Hint #4 round. The
team that correctly guesses the
Character first scores all of the points.
The Artist never scores points
individually; it’s all about teams!
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ADVANCED PLAY MODES
Try these advance modes for a more
challenging game!
•
•
•

Speed Painter: Reduce the time the
Artist has to make their creation to 30
seconds.
Minimalist: The Artist may ONLY use
three (3) total Swatch Cards in each
phase.
Abstract: The Artist may use all
Swatch Cards to make a Character in
each phase, but the cards may not
touch each other.
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